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Mr. Chairman, Members of the Subcommittee: 

My name is Ed Papenfuse, State Archivist and Commissioner of Land Patents. With me today is my Deputy, 



Tim Baker; and Nassir Rezvan, the Director of Administration for the State Archives. We appreciate the 
thorough analysis of our budget by Chantelle Green and have no issues with her assessment of our budget. 
However, we hope that you will agree with our contention that the funding for Architect of the Capitol 
position should remain and not be cut one quarter. We need to begin recruiting as soon as the budget is 
approved and have a qualified candidate in place this summer to assist in the oversight of the planned 
renovations of the State House during the months of closure. 

For your reference and further reading, our annual report is provided on our website in the form of the 
minutes and agenda of the Hall of Records Commission, which we publish electronically following each 
meeting, at www.mdarchives.state.md.us/msa/intromsa/hrc/html/hrc.html. 

The State Archives is, and ought to be, the informed and accurate record of Maryland Government, as well as 
a maintained resource for the study of our rich and diverse past. “It is the ultimate repository of the peoples’ 
record” to quote a dedicated court clerk and friend of the Archives. Through the records we preserve and the 
web-based publications we provide, the State Archives is an authoritative resource where anyone can find 
reliable information about Maryland's nearly 375 years of chartered existence. 

For over thirty years I have come before you to present the Archives’ budget request and to talk about what 
we would do if given the opportunity and the necessary budget resources. Over those years it has been made 
clear to me that those resources would not come from the general fund and that if we were to preserve, 
conserve, and make accessible our rich archival heritage, we would have to be entrepreneurial and market 
archival publications to garner special fund revenue from the private and public sectors. 

Over the past several years we have been remarkably successful. For example, we conceived of a web-based 
publication for the preservation and care of all subdivision and condominium plats which, at the urging of the 
Judiciary, we expanded to encompass all land records in Maryland past and present, going back to the 
founding of the colony. In doing so we actually reduced the cost of automating land record filings and 
storage considerably and supported much of the whole of our archival program, including providing over 
$300,000 a year in annual 'rent' to the Department of General Services for maintenance on the Archives 
building, and allocating 7% of all special fund revenue to a publicly accountable Archives Endowment fund, 
the interest from which is statutorily intended for research, writing and program development of the 
Archives. Http://mdlandrec.net now serves over 60,000 individuals and about 10,000 users a day, all paid for 
in advance with fees paid for recording land transactions. 

The legislative auditor has implied that the Archives' approach to supporting the archival program 
through publications designed to deliver records on line, and the investment of those fees in both the current 
and future needs of preserving and making public information accessible, has not been sanctioned by our 
budget committees, and that we were not authorized to require a surcharge of 7% on all publications for our 
state managed endowment fund. I believe, however, that I have been frank and open with both our 
subscribers, our budget committees, and the Department of Budget and Management in that regard. Each 
year I have outlined our efforts to finance what is currently 80% of the archival program with special fund 
income. Our counsel has advised us that what we are doing to fund the Archives through publication revenue 
and endowment investment is proper, and within the scope of existing law, but for the sake of clarity and to 
remove any doubt, this year we have introduced departmental legislation that further explains the fee setting 
authority that constitutes the basis of a viable, nationally recognized, archival program for Maryland, that has 
been run without any increase in general fund appropriations for the past several years. 

I would hope that this year our budget committees would make explicit on the record that you approve the 
management policies of the Archives and endorse the creative, dedicated ways in which we have met the 
demands of caring for our immense and rich archival heritage without total reliance upon general fund 
revenue. 

Permit me to recap what we have accomplished to date with our on line archival publications initiative: 

http://www.mdarchives.state.md.us/msa/intromsa/hrc/html/hrc.html
Http://mdlandrec.net


• We have been successful with our entrepreneurial endeavors to the point where 80% of our operation 
is funded with Special Fund money derived from our publications and fees.We have set aside seven 
percent of all the fees we charge for the Archives Endowment and hope to continue this practice well 
into the future. The interest that the endowment earns has already begun to bear fruit. Just this past 
week, we began distributing A Guide to the History of Slavery in Maryland. This useful resource is 
the result of a cooperative endeavor between the Archives and the University of Maryland College 
Park and the renowned historian Ira Berlin. It was paid for out of interest earned on the endowment. I 
have brought additional copies for the Committee this afternoon. 

• With the successful implementation of the ELROI and mdlandrec.net partnership, Maryland became 
the first state in the nation to provide comprehensive, cost-effective, and efficient access to all 
existing land records and land record indices. As of December 31, 2007, mdlandrec.net encompassed 
166,146,799 images of land records and land record indices from Maryland’s 24 jurisdictions. This 
represents more than 217,000 land record volumes and more than 15,000 index books, all available 
from a single source. We did this below projected budget requirements and invested all proceeds in 
the strengthening of the archival program, particularly the development of what we believe will prove 
to be among the first truly permanent electronic archives in the Nation. 

In addition to mdlandrec.net, we have been busy otherwise in caring for our Archival heritage. 

• We helped the public and the Department of Assessments and Taxation deal with issues related to 
ground rent legislation by providing linkages from real property databases to land records. 

• We established a model disaster recovery site. Working in cooperation with the University of 
Maryland, Baltimore County, we implemented a plan to replicate all of the Archives permanent 
electronic record material to storage arrays on campus, proving the principle of a live duplicate 
remote site for the electronic archives, the first State to do so. 

• We conserved some of the State’s most valuable artistic treasures, including a long neglected mirror 
original to Government House, which has been restored with private funds and brought back to public 
display. We have also continued to display and make available our holdings as images for 
publications such as our wonderful portrait of George Washington by Charles Willson Peale, now in 
a public room in Government House, and which also appeared as the cover of a well received study of 
our first Commander In Chief that lauds his skills as a master politician in a time of crisis: 



We developed an Exhibits Master Plan to improve the visitor experience to Maryland’s most 
historically significant government building – The State House in Annapolis. 
We presented an Historic Furnishings Plan to recreate the Old House of Delegates Chamber as it 
existed in 1876. When complete, the Old House Chamber will be an elegant meeting space as well as 
a showpiece highlighting a very important, and presently missing, time period in our State’s history. 
We began to address some of the problems with agency compliance with records management 
requirements in the State by working with the Department of General Services and representatives 
from the Office of the Attorney General to produce online guidance off the Archives web site for 
agencies, and provide a means for agencies to review and update operative schedules for the retention 
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and disposal of public records. We look forward to the passage of Senator Peters' call for a task force 
on Records Management. There are considerable savings to be made in the costs of government 
through better records management and efficient use of technological advances in electronic record 
keeping, but it will take high level cooperation and recommendations emanating from such a task 
force to make it happen. 

• We served over 7,000 walk-in customers in our Annapolis search room. More impressive was our 
service to the public through our internet publications. Last year, in response to website inquiries 
received by the Archives, we transferred over 47 terabytes of information over the Internet and on 
individual cds 

• We managed over ten billion database records, and, 
• With limited resources we have monitored the illegal sale of public records on Ebay, recovering 

considerable quantities of historical court records that have gone missing from such counties as 
Allegany, Baltimore, and Frederick. We even had a patron spy a Charles County estate record for 
sale on line which she purchased and sent to us as an unsolicited gift. The threat of thieves is real and 
our staff is dedicated to preventing fraud. I believe that our insistance on online inventory control and 
careful monitoring of our holdings has gone a long ways toward deterring criminals such as those 
who have cut maps from books at Yale, Johns Hopkins, and numerous other institutions in recent 
years. Indeed attached to my testimony today is a facsimile of Maryland's rare copy of the 
Proclamation of Peace published in Annapolis following ratification by Congress of the Treaty of 
Paris, January 14, 1784, in our historic State House. Only thirteen copies are known to have been 
embossed with the Great Seal of the United States and signed by the President of Congress, one for 
each of the thirteen original states. We still have ours, but several states do not. Just last December, 
Sotheby's sold a copy for $300,000. For years our copy hung on the walls of the State House where it 
suffered from sunlight and neglect, but fortunately was not stolen. In the 1960s it was taken down and 
entrusted to our care where it has been safe, secure, and accessible ever since. 

What remains to be done for which we have no resources in the coming fiscal year? 

• For the third year in a row we will not be publishing a paper version of the Maryland Manual. For 
lack of $75,000 general fund appropriation, we will go another year without providing this important 
“slice in time” depiction of the structure, roles and responsibilities of our government. 

• We lack adequate Archival storage for paper records. In FY 2009, we will not adequately care for the 
paper records in our custody that are already designated as being of permanent value. The most basic 
requirement for records preservation is to move records from a costly (often destructive) office 
environment to the secure and environmentally stable custody of the State Archives. A huge obstacle 
to achieving this primary objective is the lack of space in which to safely house paper and other non
electronic archival material. Presently, in addition to our facility in Annapolis, three adjunct warehouse 
facilities hold government records. Together, they store 299,216 cubic feet of permanent record 
material. Significantly, nearly half of that amount resides in substandard, rented facilities. 
Fluctuations in temperature and humidity destroy paper records. The lack of ANY temperature and 
humidity controls in the rented spaces threatens the longevity of these permanent records. The plan to 
build an archival facility, approved in the five-year capital budget plan, should be fast-tracked to 
remedy this situation. 

• We will not be providing adequate levels of conservation services for the artistic property that has 
been entrusted to our care. Maryland is very lucky to have such a dedicated staff in our Artistic 
Properties and Preservation units. Yet, staff resources alone are not enough to sufficiently provide all 
for all the conservation needs, art handling requirements and basic moving and storage. The artistic 
property collections are priceless and irreplaceable cultural treasures. It would be accurate to say that 
the art collections probably have a “street value” in excess of $100,000,000. At minimum there 
should be an annual investment of 7% of the capital value of the collections put towards their care and 
conservation. Such a level of investment in maintenance and care of capital resources is common in 



private industry, yet to date the State's contribution is barely $50,000 for all conservation, art 
handling, storage costs, a sum that does not even approach 1% of the collections' value. 

• We have no funding to pursue the exhibit master plan for the State House, beyond installation of the 
restored House of Delegates Chamber. Exhibits elsewhere in the State House date from 1984 and 
have not been updated or refurbished since that year. We hope that will have changed when we 
appear before you next year, along with a much needed improvement in the over all economy of the 
Nation. 

In all, while we will continue to be innovative with regard to finding resources to cover our operating 
expenses on the scale we have demonstrated to date, we still look to the State general fund for supporting the 
care of the State House, our Government information publications such as the printed and on line Maryland 
Manual, our capital needs for paper archival storage, whether that be through adequate leased facilities or 
new state-owned archival facilities, and maintaining our art collections. 

Each year when I appear before you I like to bring with me a hint at the treasures that your State Archives 
holds in its vaults and which we delight in interpreting and making accessible. You have a copy of one of 
the most important official printed documents in our National History. 

Permit me to end with a peak at a collection that one of your colleagues recently brought to our attention. 
While he recognized its importance and personally delivered it to us for our review, he had no inkling how 
pleased we would be to see it, and how directly relevant it was to all the work we had been doing recently on 
improving the visitor experience in our Historic State House. It is a photographic album containing not only 
images of everyone who served in the General Assembly in 1898, but also photographs of the interior of the 
House Chamber that we had not seen and that will be vital to the success and interpretation of the restoration 
program in the State House that begins this summer. I am including just a few of the images with my 
testimony today. We hope to have a facsimile publication available for the grand opening of the restored 
House of Delegates Chamber. All of us owe Delegate John Wood our thanks for his personal role in caring 
for our public memory. 







Thank you for your time. 

We respectfully request your favorable consideration of our budget and comment on our programmatic 
policies for funding the Archival program. 

I would be happy to answer any questions. 



Pier Mirror [MSA SC 1545-3243]

Mirror in situ, Government House, circa 1959 Mirror as stored in State House basement

from circa 1960 to 2006

Detail of top right corner showing extent of damage from Mirror as crated by art handling company 

exposure to moisture and abrasion over time for removal and storage



Mirror after restoration and reinstallation in Government House

December 2007



William Paca [MSA SC 4680-10-0083]

 

Filling, about ¾ completed, November 16, 2007

                      
Graduate students in the Winterthur/University of Delaware Program in Art Conservation

assisting with paint infill as part of conservation treatment



Partially cleaned area showing colors darkened by old varnish

Director of Conservation, Dr. Joyce Hill Stoner with portrait in partially restored

condition, December 2007



Maryland State Archives,  MSA SC 5787

Proclamation of Peace, Annapolis, January 1784, John Dunlap, Printer


